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The Origin Series is empire building at its finest, with 100 episodes and over 2.5 million words in
the military science fiction serial detailing the rise of Star Force from corporate entity into an
interstellar empire over the course of more than a millennium.Follow a core group of characters
known as the Trailblazers as they use alien technology and knowledge discovered in Antarctic
ruins to obtain limited immortality and lead Humanity out into the galaxy, encountering,
befriending, and fighting hundreds of alien races all the while desperately trying to prepare Earth
for the unbeatable threat at the core of the Milky Way that is destined to return and reclaim their
lost colony…and their former Human slaves.Episodes in this set:SF17-IntimidationSF18-
CounterstrikeSF19-BenefactorSF20-Melee

“Make no mistake: The quality of the stories here is unassailable.” –Kirkus Reviews“Valuable ...
educational and enjoyable, a significant retrospective of science fiction’s foremothers.”—
Publishers Weekly (starred review)"An impressive and super fun-to-read collection that’s well
worth picking up, and what it will leave you with (other than the notion that the future ain’t what it
used to be) is the sense that women have always been into sci-fi—and they’ve been good at it."
—Marie Claire “Lisa Yaszek’s fascinating and well-researched anthology presents a trove of
writers who helped define the genre…what all the stories have in common is sheer readability
and a delicious sense of discovery.” —Gary K. Wolfe, The Chicago Tribune About the AuthorLisa
Yaszek, editor, is Professor in the School of Literature, Media, and Communication at Georgia
Tech and past president of the Science Fiction Research Association. She is the author of
Galactic Suburbia: Recovering Women's Science Fiction (2008), and coeditor of Sisters of
Tomorrow: The First Women of Science Fiction (2016); she currently serves as a juror for the
John W. Campbell Memorial Award for Best Science Fiction Novel of the Year and the Eugie
Foster Memorial Award for the Best Speculative Story of the Year. --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Intimidation1August 18, 2261Epsilon Eridani SystemCorneriaA flashing warning light came on in
the security station, indicating that a motion sensor in the surrounding forest had just been
tripped. It was an outer line segment, more than a kilometer away from the Clan Ninja Monkey
mining complex, and it quickly registered a second hit, making the guard on night surveillance
duty jerk back in his chair reflexively. Nathan hadn’t thought the motion sensors were worth the
effort. The alien raiders had been hitting them from the air for the past month, stealing or
destroying what they could, but so far they hadn’t mounted any ground offensives other than
dropping their people directly inside one of the many mining outposts on the planet.Then again,
most of those outposts didn’t have an anti-air tower sticking up over the forest canopy either. To
date, none of the Clan mining complexes had been hit since they tried to assault a Clan Samus
facility with an identical tower. The lizard ship had been heavily damaged and forced to retreat
immediately…so maybe this time around they were trying another tactic.That, or maybe a tree
branch had fallen across the laser grid.A third and fourth contact registered on the same motion
sensor, making that possibility slim indeed.Nathan tripped the complex-wide silent alarm,
sending a signal out to all on duty patrols and stations to expect trouble.“Target spotted,” a
whispered voice reported in over Jenna-732’s helmet speaker. “Definitely lizard and moving
fast.”The Archon stood next to a crevice in one of the building walls, eclipsed by shadow from
the heavy moonlight. “Just one?”“Yes…hold up. There’s a trailing group, moving much slower.
First one must be a skirmisher. I count at least four, all wearing backpacks.”“You want me to take
them?” another voice asked over the team comm.“Negative,” Jenna answered. “They’d see you
coming a mile away.”“Some camo armor would help with that,” the Knight pointed out.“Yes it
would,” Jenna admitted. “Put that on our to-do list for later. Snipers, any more contacts?”She got
a host of negative replies, save for the one who’d reported in initially. “Two trailing guards,
keeping pace with the backpacks.”“Seven sounds low. There may be others in the area. Knights,
stay within the complex. Anything gets through, it’s yours. Priority defense goes to the tower.
Everyone else, stay sharp. I’m going to poke the bee hive and see what happens. Just don’t
shoot me. I’ll signal when I want cover fire, but if they get within line 2 don’t wait.”“Copy,” the
sniper said, continuing to track the lizards from his perch high up in the trees on the edge of the
complex. He was located just below the canopy so the only visual hazards were the numerous
tree trunks clogging the underside of the forest. This gave him lines of sight for quite a distance,
but those lines were constantly being broken as the lizards moved in and out of his scope.He
lifted his head from his lachar rifle and glanced back at the mining complex. From the 38
buildings clumped together in a rough circle a tiny blur broke from one on the edge and sprinted
across the clearing. Her red armor looked almost black in the moonlight, but it was still far
brighter than the camouflaged flex armor the snipers wore to match the tree trunks. From his
stand he tracked Jenna’s sprint, dialing back his scope with a free hand as he kept his eyes on
her. With the Archon’s superhuman speed and agility it would be easy to lose her, and he nearly



did twice as she ran an evasive zigzag course between the trees.“Directions please?”“Bear left,”
the sniper said through his earpiece in a whisper. “Follow the rise 50 meters then hard right.
They’ll be there in about 20 seconds. Don’t know where the skirmisher is.”There was no answer
from Jenna, but he could see her dart to the left and sprint halfway down the bit of elevation in
the otherwise flat geography. There were just enough waves in the ground to provide cover from
point to point, but from his position he could see and fire down on anyone not hiding behind a
tree, giving him both the eyes for surveillance and fire support.When Jenna turned suddenly he
lost track of her position, now having to use his scope to keep watch. A slight breeze was ruffling
the leaves in the trees, dampening any sounds of movement, so the sniper was going to have to
rely on his scope and the motion sensors at the base of his tree for warning if anyone came up
underneath him.“Skirmisher is down,” Jenna reported. “Status on the backpacks?”The sniper
flipped his rifle around to the approximate area where he expected them to be, zoomed out and
caught sight of a bit of movement. He realigned and zoomed back in, seeing them hiking in a
row just as they had been before, lurching with each step as if they had springs in their shoes…
had they been wearing shoes.“Oblivious.”“Where are they now?”“I lost you.”“How deep?”“Just
crossing line 4.”There was a long pause. “Got them. When I take the first feel free to join
in.”“Copy that,” he said, sliding his finger over the trigger and tightening his grip ever so slightly
on the barrel. He didn’t have a tripod up in his tree stand, but then again he couldn’t get a lot of
distance in the forest anyway. Freehand would have to do, and it was something he’d practiced
extensively.“Contact,” another sniper reported. “Northeast. Group of six. No backpacks and
moving fast.”Jenna didn’t answer, and the sniper kept his nerve and sights on his group of
targets. He had the second in line centered when it twitched its head to the right just as a blur of
Archon armor jumped out of the woods and knocked the one behind it off the path they were
following and dragged it from sight. A pair of shots flashed bright green from the trailing guards,
breaking up the darkness as the sniper saw his target back up and away from where the other
lizard had been taken. It retreated behind two tree trunks before half pausing, looking every
which way, seemingly scared out of its wits.He pulled the trigger and sent a yellow lachar burst
straight into its chest armor, then followed it up with three quick subsequent trigger pulls, landing
two more shots of laser/charged particles on target and dropping it to the ground.Moving his
scope around he dialed it back slightly, looking for more targets just as he caught a glimpse of
Jenna tackling another one, this time one of the guards, and snapping its neck like it was a toy.
The lizard stood only a few centimeters shorter than the Archon, but its thin physique couldn’t
stand up to her physical strength. She dumped the body aside and sprinted off, choosing not to
use the rifle slung across her back for some reason.The sniper caught sight of the lead
backpack, now running off wildly. Its run/hop made it easy to spot, but a bit more difficult to
target. He had to line up a shot through the trees and time it to the cadence of the hop, but the
lizard was getting closer and closer to his position, skewing left, which increased his odds of a
hit with each meter it traveled.He pulled the trigger and sent a yellow flash across the dim forest,
traveling so fast it was gone before it began, that hit the lizard low of where he had aimed,



impacting it in the left shoulder. The creature spun about, rotating its shoulder back out of shock
or pain. Two more lachar blasts hit its torso as it twisted, bringing its pack around into the firing
line. The second of the torso shots hit the upper corner, chewing through the thin casing and into
the explosives beneath.Suddenly a huge chunk of forest shredded in a fireball. The concussion
wave knocked the sniper out of his stand and over the edge towards the forest floor several
meters down. His rifle flew from his hand as his safety strap caught him at the waist then pulled
him against the tree trunk as it snapped taught, banging his helmeted head against the hard
bark.He tasted blood as he hung upside down, his head ringing, as a cacophony of voices lit up
his comm as engagements began to break out all around the mining complex as the explosion
eradicated any hope of a surprise attack by either side.Reaching ‘up’ to his face as he hung
upside down, he felt several tears in his cheeks and one deep one across his nose. He pulled a
small piece of wood out of his chin then felt around for more. His hand came away bloody but
without any more debris so he reached up to the line hanging him from the tree and pulled
himself into a sit-up position, getting his head right side up as he felt a lot of resistance to the
movement in his gut.He looked down at the flexible body armor he wore, seeing his abdominals
looking like a porcupine with splinters covering his body. With his other hand he began pulling
them out, thankful that most of them hadn’t made it all the way through.A few blood-soaked
patches attested to some penetration, but none of it was serious enough to register past the
ringing in his head. He was so dazed that he didn’t even feel the splinters imbedding themselves
in his ungloved hands as he pulled the wood shrapnel out of his armor. Once his abs were clear
of debris he pulled himself all the way up and kicked off the side of the tree trunk to set himself
swinging clear.With his legs now beneath him he pulled up enough to slacken the rope then
disconnected the latch at his waist with one hand as he swung back in gently towards the tree
trunk. He got his feet squarely on it and walked down until his hands ran out of rope. Grabbing
the latch at the bottom he swung his feet free and beneath him, then let go and dropped another
two meters to the soft forest floor.He collapsed to his knees, banging one on a root, but
otherwise landed more or less how he’d hoped. Pressing a hand against his pained forehead he
looked around, trying to get his bearings as well as locate his weapon.Where the lizard had
exploded was now a smoking crater. Several trees were missing, blasted into pieces and throw
out so far and wide that a large hole was now present in the otherwise opaque canopy. The
sniper pulled his nightvision goggles off, whisked a few drops of blood off them and wiped them
clean against the backside of his pants where there wasn’t any splinter debris. He swiped away
some of the blood on his face with the back of his hand, finally noticing the splinters in his
fingers. He slipped the goggles back on and worked on his hands, pulling out the tiny pieces of
wood as he spotted his rifle a few meters away.Kneeling down next to it and scanning the
immediate area he saw no lizards, nor did he see Jenna. Fighting past the pain in his head he
grabbed his weapon and began walking back towards the sounds of the ongoing firefight at the
complex, hoping to get at least one good shot off to help the rest of his Clan.Jenna had just
taken out the last of the guards when the det pack blew. The blast wave knocked her back



against a tree, but she stayed on her feet and used the distraction to catch up to and kill the
other backpack carrier with a fist to the face then a quick snap of its neck as it lay on the ground,
stunned. Three backpacks down, one obviously exploded.With this group taken care of Jenna
sprinted back towards the complex as the comm lit up with reports of new fighting breaking out.
With their stealth approach now toast the lizards were pressing their attack…and there
appeared to be more of them than they’d realized.“Any more reports of backpacks?” she asked
as she ran, hopping over part of one of the destroyed trees. Her armor was heavy, as was the
gravity, but she’d been training in this environment for so long she no longer felt the
difference.“Affirmative,” someone answered. “Coming in from the west.”“Do not let the backpacks
get inside the complex. Snipe them if you have to, but do not let them get within blast range!”Any
confirmations were lost in the overlapping voices and the sounds of battle. Apparently at least
one person had left their comm on, so any and all noises were being transmitted.Jenna didn’t
worry about it as she sprinted into the clearing around the complex, seeing plasma blasts to the
north. Hugging the tree line then darting back inside it she flanked a group of lizard snipers
blasting away at security guards in a small outpost on the perimeter. They were hunkered down
in a small enclosure with inch think armor plates and gun slots, but the incoming plasma was
eating through the armor…and if the lizards kept up their pounding they’d soon get through,
either hitting the men or forcing them to retreat.Seeing a group of 8 or more clustered together,
Jenna pulled her plasma rifle off the back of her armor and charged them from the flank, coming
in slightly behind them. She fired a bright blue plasma lance into the side of one that was
hunkered down behind a tree trunk for cover, briefly bathing the forest around her in blue light.
The lizard turned towards her just as she hit it, with Jenna quickly delivered another pair of shots
as she ran to make sure it was down before targeting the next one a few meters to its right.She
hit that one in the leg then jumped to the side, rolling on the ground across her shoulders and
coming up behind a thick tree as the others noticed her presence and turned their fire towards
her. Dozens of plasma blasts flew past her position, some hitting the tree and setting it on fire.
The Archon reached her rifle-bearing right hand around behind her and triggered off a shot one
handed from the right side of the tree, then moved left, whipping her weapon around into a two
handed grip and shooting the closest lizard she could find before sprinting to new cover.She
made it there cleanly, then caught a bit of plasma as she danced to the next one. The green
ionized gas melted a small rivulet out of her left pectoral plate but it didn’t get all the way
through.As if in repayment for the hit, the lizard that had shot her took a hit to the head from a
sniper’s lachar blast. It dropped dead to the ground as the others suddenly remembered to duck
for cover, having exposed themselves to fire coming from the complex in order to track the threat
at their back.Jenna moved instantly, jumping out of cover and charging directly at them, trusting
her men not to shoot her, with her speed in making it difficult for them to even if they made a
mistake and shot at the first sign of movement they saw. The armored superhuman leapt
between the trees, making for a shallow zigzag that disguised her true approach line and target
until she got within a few meters of the lizards and started blasting away at nearly point blank



range.Not stopping to give them a better target, she fired on the run, juking this way and that
while taking another plasma hit to the right leg. This one landed squarely and cut a huge crater
into her red armor, showing a bit of black padding underneath as it got all the way through the
plate but fell short of hitting her flesh. The impact threw her movements off only slightly, but it did
spook her enough to cause a sudden rush for cover…only to have her pop out from the other
side of the tree and keep firing.Another sniper shot took down a lizard in front of her, leaving her
just one remaining. She lit it up with three burn marks down the center torso then ran on by
before it even had time to hit the ground. From there she turned hard right and sprinted across
the clearing towards the complex, seeing green flashes from inside, meaning that the lizards had
already broken through the perimeter.2A group of six lizards darted along the long wall of a
processing building using it to block the view of the defenders as they tried to flank them and get
further into the interior. Two of the group had backpacks and all six moved quickly, hop/running
close to the wall as the sounds of battle competed with the silence of the night. The long, low
building buffeted most of the sounds, causing the lizards to creep in as silently as they
could.When they got to the other end the first one poked its head around the corner, saw the
walkways between the closely packed buildings were clear, and led the others out. They stayed
single file but spread laterally to give themselves better lines of fire as they pressed towards the
interior and the anti-air turret at the center of the little mining city.The backpack carriers brought
up the rear, carrying their own weapons but moving more slowly due to the extra weight. They
lagged a few meters back as the first of their skirmishers passed the edge of the building and
poked its head around the corner to the left to scout out the area before advancing. Another wide
building stopped their forward progress, forcing them to turn either right or left. As the one
skirmisher poked around to the left another one ran off to the right side of the paved road and
checked the opposite direction.It came back flying through the air, landing on its tail halfway out
into the middle of the road as a huge, white armored Knight stepped into view, bringing its
gigantic shield up in front of its face while keeping only the top of its armored head visible as it
charged forward with the top half of its equally white sword sticking out ominously from its left
flank.The lizards fired at it instantly, barely meters away, but the plasma didn’t penetrate the
armored shield. The first of the attackers leapt to the side to avoid being run over but the long
sword stretched out and tagged the creature in the chest with a none too gentle poke, stunning it
unconscious as the Knight continued to move forward, bashing into the next skirmisher with the
plasma-heated and smoking shield. It fell backwards, then the bottom of the shield passed over
its chest and came crushing down on top of it.The other 3 lizards scattered, firing as they
retreated. Two backed up the way they came, while the third tried to run around the Knight and
get further inside the perimeter. Showing surprising speed the gigantic Knight crossed over and
nearly cleaved the lizard in two with a slash from his sword, knocking the alien half his height
back three meters before sprinting forward behind his shield after the other two.One of them
froze, hunkering down against the base of the building wall and firing at the giant shield, putting
more and more smoking craters in it. When the Knight came after it the lizard dropped its



weapon and reached down to the strap holding its backpack on, fumbling for the detonator
switch. Its hand brushed the trigger guard, but the tip of the Knight’s sword impaled it in the
chest, rendering it unconscious before it could pull the safety device off.With one more lizard to
go the Knight ran off, chasing it around the outside corner of the building they’d approached by
and saw it slunking next to the wall, trying to appear as small as possible as it ran on all fours. Its
head turned around impossibly far, looking back as it fled with its eyes widening when it saw the
behemoth closing on it. Without the pack it might have been able to outrun the monster, but with
it there was no way it could escape.Ducking its head and rolling up in a ball it reached for the
trigger guard, flipped it off and wedged the pack as close to the base of the processing factory
as it could then hit the detonator a split second before the Knight’s sword could get to it.The
explosives within the pack detonated in a flash, reducing the center of the building to rubble and
throwing the debris high up into the midnight air in a fountain-like plume that reflected off the
moonlight, then fell back to the ground in a hail of deadly, solid rain.Jenna’s armor took several
debris hits halfway across the complex, knocking her off balance and into a side wall.
Reorienting herself she ran out into one of the walkway/roads and looked up at the defense
tower, seeing with relief that it was still intact. Her eye line darted to the north where she saw the
debris cloud lingering over the destroyed building on the outside edge of the complex, then
movement to her left caught her attention and she fired a pair of plasma blasts at a lizard trying
to sneak by her position in the confusion.It wasn’t wearing a det pack, so she didn’t have to be
careful with her shots, one of which clipped the creature in the unarmored shoulder, spinning it
around and to the ground in pain. She ran up to it in a flash and put another shot into its scaly
head before moving on. Groups of lizards were everywhere, and they weren’t doing her the
courtesy of sticking together. Clan security had defensive positions scattered around the
complex, but there were so many irregular roads ending in T’s and L’s that it made for shorter
lines of sight than preferable. They had gotten some snipers up on the roofs, but the mining
complex was large enough that it was difficult to defend without more troops…and they hadn’t
expected the lizards to deploy this many of their number on a raid.Jenna ran down a short road,
keeping close to the right wall as green plasma blasts leapt across the gap ahead. It was a four-
way intersection with what appeared to be a defense outpost out of view on the left while the
attackers were out of view on the right. Knowing that running out into the middle of the firefight
was a good way to get hit, Jenna slowed as she approached the junction and knelt down next to
the wall just shy of the crossroad.Carefully she popped her head out and back in, catching a
brief glimpse of the scene. Getting her rifle up in front of her chest she stretched out into the free
fire zone, landing on her left shoulder with her legs still hidden behind the wall and started firing
from the ground up at the four lizards skulking inside building doorjambs.Her blue plasma took
out one of the green firing weapon positions, then made another go dark when the lizard jumped
out away from the wall as it exploded into its face with a near miss. A dimmer yellow flash took it
down as one of their snipers got a chest shot from further inside the complex. It didn’t kill the
lizard, hitting it in the armored body stocking it wore, but Jenna finished it off with a pair of



plasma shots as it sat on the ground then shifted her aim to the next target.After taking it down
she pulled back behind the wall, got to her feet, then charged back into sight and ran forward,
rooting out the remaining opposition from their wall niches and clearing the section of street a
moment before the anti-air tower opened fire on an unseen target.Jenna’s head immediately
angled up, searching the nighttime sky while her peripherals remained wary of the surrounding
streets. Bright white flashes of heavy lachars cast a strobe-light effect over the complex as the
energy blasts moved too fast for the eye to see, traveling at near light speed towards some
distant target. Without the ability to track the enemy ships on sensors Jenna knew the gunners
had to be relying on visuals only, meaning while the targets were at range they were going to be
very difficult to manually hit.Jenna had thought the lizards’ aim was to get the tower knocked out
so they could bring their ships in for fire support…why then would they be closing now? Unless
they thought that blast had been the tower going up.Right now it didn’t matter. Other than
dodging aerial fire there wasn’t anything for her to do if their ships came in. She had lizards on
the ground to deal with.“Report heavy resistance,” she said into her comm.For a moment there
were no replies. Whoever had left their teamcomm on earlier had since corrected the problem
and the earlier panicked responses had cut out, now that the security teams had gotten a feel for
the fight they had on their hands.“Building 13,” someone responded. “Rooftop outpost
overrun.”“I’m on it,” Jenna said, running back towards the defenders at the opposite end of the
street from where she had just taken down the most recent group of lizards. She needed to cut
across the interior of the complex to get to building 13.As she ran she jumped over a low
barricade security had set up, bypassing two lightly armored guards, one with a plasma rifle, the
other with a lachar sniper rifle. Both wore half helmets exposing their faces, which looked
surprised to see her red armor jumping over and past their position. Jenna ran around a corner
then zigzagged between buildings until she got to the small circular plaza that held the base of
the defense turret. Looking like a very old grain tower from farms back on Earth, the vertical
cylinder had a small open zone surrounding it, offering good fields of fire to the anti-personnel
turrets covering the approach should any lizards get past the security forces.The gunners inside
let her pass as she ran across and around the big turret as its peak lachars continued to flash in
bursts whenever one of the lurking lizard ships came a little too close. Jenna disappeared on the
other side, back into the cityscape, firing at and killing a lone lizard that had managed to break
through their lines…not a good sign.The little twerp, standing only as tall as her shoulder,
managed to nick her in the left knee before she shot it down. The armor melted and rehardened
within half a second, giving her a little click every time she moved the joint. It didn’t appear to
slow her movement any, but the sound was annoying and would make it difficult for her to sneak
up on anyone.That wasn’t going to be an issue at the moment, given the sounds of plasma and
the heavy lachars from the tower. The lachars had a distinctive high pitched whine, while the
plasma was a bit lower in tone. Audially, one was a bee sting while the other felt like a heavy slap
to the face.When Jenna got close to building 13 a couple lances of green plasma hit the ground
behind her, having overshot as they came down from elevation. She spotted the lizard on the



edge of the roof ahead and to the right of her, then ducked to the side as another one came into
view and fired on her as she approached an intersection.Her shoulder hit the wall, then she
rebounded back off it, sprinting ahead and crossing the side street until she was up next to the
wall of building 13 and underneath their firing range. She ran ahead towards an open door,
seeing the charred bodies of three of their Clan security guards in the street nearby.Barging
through the door, Jenna ran in and up a nearby stairwell, not finding any resistance inside. The
building was a standard model, meaning the interior makeup was the same as others in use by
Clan Ninja Monkey and Star Force. Jenna had memorized the layouts for all their facilities so it
took her little time to get to the roof, whereupon she ran up against three lizards spread out to
various points on the building’s perimeter.Suddenly a hotspot formed in the middle of her back,
pitching her forward and into a somersault…which she rounded off and came up on her feet
facing the opposite way. She shot the lizard behind her, then the one beside it a few meters
down covering the back wall.Jenna ignored the heat and jumped up into a run to the side,
twisting around and firing on the forward facing three lizards as they turned around and attacked
her. She got the first one easy enough, but the other two went evasive, running sideways as they
fired back, making her next pair of shots miss. She did likewise, juking right and left until she got
one of them, then she ran directly towards the last of them, jerking at the last moment to avoid a
pointblank shot before jump-kicking into the ugly thing’s chest, knocking it off the two story
building and down onto the street below.The Archon brought her rifle up and fired down at it as it
lay dazed, killing it with a shot to the neck. Wasting no time she slid off the side of the roof,
grabbing the edge with her free hand so she hung for a split second, decreasing the height of
her fall, then let go and dropped to the paved ground below.Her feet hit hard and she wisely
rolled out of the fall down onto her knees, shoulder, and then back, feeling the damaged spot
just above her waist as it pivoted unevenly. Her somersault stalled out as her feet came back up
under her, dumping her back on her butt. Jenna recovered quickly, getting up and running off
before someone could make an easy target of her.Suddenly the high pitched whines of the
turret’s lachars were overshadowed by the crush of green plasma hitting the energy shield on
the lower sections of the tower just below the weaponry. The thin shields held up against the first
two shots, but the third and fourth hit the armor plating before the Clan turret returned its own
plasma fire.Two heavy booms sounded as gigantic light blue plasma spurts leapt out from the
top. A secondary explosion happened elsewhere, past buildings that were blocking Jenna’s
view. The incoming green plasma stopped and a moment later she saw the energy shield reform
over the turret’s middle in a sparkle of a renewed matrix coming to life, then disappearing back to
invisibility.The mechanics at the turret top swiveled and the two lachar batteries began tracking
opposite targets, firing off flashes constantly with the occasional plasma lance thrown in, making
Jenna twitch in response to the slight concussion wave being thrown off each time.The Archon
caught and killed two more lizards as she worked her way out to the perimeter of the complex,
then flanked to the left towards the nearest sounds of a firefight. She assisted another Knight in
finishing off a group of snipers, coming up from behind and catching them off guard before a



loud whistle/shriek sounded. A moment later most of the plasma rifle fire ceased as the
remaining lizards began retreating.“Like hell they are,” Jenna said, seeing several running across
the grassy field surrounding the mining complex, making for the tree line. The Archon sprinted
after them, finding herself only slightly faster. She held her fire, hoping to catch up to some of
them before they realized it.They got to the trees before she did, but Jenna didn’t slow. She
continued to run after them, but they were good at being evasive and ran through the forest with
ease. Undaunted, she continued to pursue a group of three for more than a kilometer before she
got close enough to shoot at the rearmost of them.Her blue plasma lance missed, hitting a tree
trunk and spraying bark out like a concussion grenade. A few chips hit the lizard, which jerked to
the side so fast it was almost comical. The other two immediately turned around, offering
suppression fire as Jenna took cover behind a thick tree. When their return fire ceased she
broke cover, seeing that the lizards were on the move again.A twitch of movement to her left
caused her head to twist…nearly running her into a low, leafless tree branch, which she ducked
under at the last moment. A fourth lizard was coming up from behind, one that she had a chance
of intercepting, so she took off after it, letting the other three go.She got within ten meters of the
lizard then opened fire, mowing it down as it seemed more intent on running than fighting.
Standing over its corpse she held still and listened. A few moments later she spotted another bit
of movement, then another as more lizards were passing through this section of forest in
retreat.Jenna realized she must have been near their rendezvous point, otherwise they wouldn’t
have been congregating so close together, having presumably retreated from the complex in
varying directions. Holding her fire, she took off through the trees and followed their movement
and general direction.Several kilometers later she nearly bumped into one of them coming up
around a large boulder imbedded in the soil at the end of a low hill. Out of reflex she jumped
towards it and wrapped her free arm around its neck, dropping her rifle along the way. With her
other hand she reached up and jerked, snapping its neck and dropping the body to the
ground.Looking around and seeing nothing within the immediate area, Jenna reached down and
retrieved her rifle. Guessing as to the direction they were headed she ran off as fast as she could
in pursuit.A few minutes later the sound of engines caused her to slow. Following the sound to a
small clearing with a few recently felled trees she saw the underside of one of their ships
hovering about five meters above the ground, tucked in neatly beneath the tall canopy. A couple
of the lizards were climbing a rope up into the ship while more were appearing from the left and
right.Crouching next to the base of a dead stump, Jenna noticed three more ships nearby in
similar artificially created niches as they picked up their retreating troops. The one nearest to her
suddenly retracted its rope and closed its access bay, then drifted up through the canopy and
into the sky where she couldn’t see it.Her head darted between the others, picking the one she
thought was the least loaded, then she jumped up out of her cover and ran towards it. When she
got close she took a long range shot at the last three lizards milling about the base of the rope. It
missed high, passing over the thing’s head, but it succeeded in getting their attention.Instead of
standing their ground and fighting the lizards scurried up the rope even faster. Jenna managed



to shoot one off, but the others got inside and the ship lifted up before she could get to the
clearing.A blast of plasma came back down near the edge, knocking her aside with the blast
wave. She rolled back up onto her feet and squeezed off three quick shots against the underside
of the ship, trying to slide one in the closing door. All three hit the armored hull, making small
indents but doing no real damage. The ship disappeared into the dark sky along with the others,
leaving Jenna alone in the forest with the few corpses she’d managed to rack up.A twitch to her
left brought her rifle back up and she put another shot into the lizard that had fallen off the rope.
Cautiously she walked up to it, then put another one in its head, making sure it was truly down,
then picked up its weapon and began a slow run back towards the mining complex to see how
hard they’d been hit.3October 8, 2261Epsilon Eridani SystemInner ZonePaul watched from the
bridge of the Excalibur as the jumpship Moya decelerated against Epsilon Eridani’s gravity well,
coming out of the jump in between the orbits of the system’s 2nd and 3rd planets which were
both currently on the other side of the star. After a few moments the first data feeds from the
sensor relay grid began to flow through into the holographic chamber that Paul stood within,
looking down on a map of the system as tracking data for their ships began to update.He noticed
several warship icons nearby, ostensibly guarding the jump line, which he took as both a good
and bad sign. Good in that they still held their position, but bad given that they felt the need to
place ships here on a constant basis.“Begin decouple,” Paul ordered.The Excalibur’s bridge
crew snapped into action and within a minute the kilometer-long battleship was free floating
within the inertial dampening field of the jumpship. As a pair of destroyers moved out laterally
from the niches that the triangular hull had left in the docking portion of the Moya, the Excalibur
began to sink ‘down’ and exit the carrier’s hull from the underside. Carefully using thrusters only,
the battleship emerged from the jumpship and flew clear of the jumpline as the destroyers
moved into flanking positions.The Moya also moved off the jumpline, heading in towards
Corneria as the waiting escort ships picked it up, forming a defensive halo around it, but the
jumpship only moved forward at a crawl as it waited for its twin to arrive an hour later.The Tardis
emerged on the same jumpline, exiting at a slightly higher jumppoint due to its lesser mass.
Unlike the Moya, the Tardis wasn’t carrying a battleship, but rather a host of smaller drone
warships which it quickly released and the Excalibur took control of, forming a second defensive
halo as both jumpships smoothly accelerated in an arc around the star’s gravity well towards the
5th planet in the system.They arrived at Corneria two days later, settling into low orbit with a host
of dropships rising up from the surface to begin unloading cargo and personnel. In addition to
traditional supplies, Paul had brought with him an arsenal of combat gear and a small army of
Archons, Knights, and Star Force security personnel.Leaving control of the Excalibur in Captain
Evinson’s command, Paul transferred down to the main Star Force colony on the planet where
he met up with Duke Hightower for a brief confab before joining an Archon-only briefing session
along with Greg, Morgan, and Rafa.“The attack on the mining outpost also brought with it our
first Knight death,” San explained. “One was taken out with a det pack we think was intended for
the tower, but it never made it that far. It did blow the hell out of one of our outer buildings but



none of the lizards ever made it to the tower courtyard. After several attempts to do so they
issued a recall order and retreated.”“How do you know that?” Greg asked.“The order? It’s a shrill
whistle, artificially created. We haven’t discovered the source yet, but they all turn tail and run
when hearing it. We’ve documented six separate incidents.”“Did they take anything?” Morgan
asked.“In this raid, no, but they did grab some palladium from Clan Star Fox a couple weeks
later.”“They hit a Mantis flight,” Mara explained, “and forced it down into the forest. We recovered
a few survivors and half the cargo after our skeets drove off their ships, but they did get several
large crates of palladium and iron ingots. Some of their attacks seem to be resource driven,
others are just hit and runs. The only major engagements have been defensive ones when we’ve
trapped them. I don’t know what they’re up to, but I’m fairly sure we haven’t seen their full
strength yet.”“They have limited resources,” Paul said, his voice low and even as if half his mind
was elsewhere as he spoke. “They’re facing an unknown enemy and don’t want to overplay their
hand.”“Because they’re scrounging?” Harrison asked.Paul shook his head. “No, because they
came by jumpship. Even if they have more than one insystem, which I doubt, they’re probing our
defensive capabilities without serious depleting their own resources.”“Why are they taking cargo
then?” Greg asked.Paul shrugged. “I don’t know, but with the naval firepower they appear to
have they could overrun any of our defenses with a massed attack. The fact that they haven’t
means they’re waiting and watching…or have some other agenda.”“Which brings us back to the
question of what we’re going to do about it?” Anders pointed out.“Paul’s going to kick their asses
in space,” Morgan answered pithily, “and we’re going to kick their asses on the surface.”“How?”
Harrison asked, curious what the four trailblazers that’d been sent out to deal with the lizards
would come up with.“I won’t speak to Paul’s plans, even though I already have some guesses,”
the level 4 Archon Ranger said, “but as for down here we’re going to be doing a lot of
redecorating. I’ve developed sort of a fetish for concrete infrastructure, and over the next year
we’re hardening up our outposts to make the enemy either hit us with overwhelming firepower or
face us in close quarters. They’re smaller than us, so if we can box them in we should own them.
Meanwhile he gets to play with the major installations,” Morgan said, pointing a thumb towards
Greg.“We brought some heavier weapons with us, as well as the factory pieces to make more
onsite. Those cruisers they’ve got could walk right up to the front door and pound their way in if
they wanted to, so we need to increase our ability to pound back. Up until now we’ve counted on
our early warning systems to be able to give our fleet the ability to intercept possible threats
before they got to ground, but since that is no longer the case we’re going to have to start writing
a new playbook…to that end, tell me, have you seen any use of their fighter craft in
atmosphere?”Harrison glanced at Jaime, but the Sangheili shook his head. “Nothing that I know
of aside from when we got near their jumpship.”“And were your sensors able to pick them up?”
Greg pressed, already having sorted through their records on the trip across the system.“Yes.”“At
what range?”“As soon as they left the jumpship. I don’t think they were equipped with the same
sensor camouflage their larger ships are.”“But their raiders are?”“The ships they’re using to ferry
troops to the surface and use as air support, what we’ve decided to call ‘Kirbies,’ are virtually



invisible to sensors unless they get inside a kilometer, and even then they barely register as thick
vapor cloud. There’s almost no reflectivity at all.”“But they’re not invisible?”“No, not to visual
wavelengths.”“Why is that?”“No clue, you?” Harrison asked.“I think it’s their hull armor, based off
of how the damage you did to their cruiser made them pop up on sensors. The question is, why
don’t they equip their fighters with the same material?”“Do you know something,” Anders asked,
“or are you just running through a summation?”Greg raised an eyebrow at the younger Archon,
but took no other offense to the impertinent question. “The difference in design suggests an
answer. The fighters are meant for defense, or perhaps even standard offensives, while the
cruisers, the kirbies, and even the jumpship have been designed for a special purpose. I’d bet
other races’ sensors are better than ours, but they’ll still have a limited range against the lizards’
ships. If that is the case, what does their design suggest to you?” he asked, glancing around the
table to open the question up to all of the local Archons.“It’s not an assault force,” San said after
an awkward few seconds.“Good,” Greg said, pointing at the Ninja Monkey, with Morgan nodding
her agreement as well. “Keep going.”“The timing suggests they only recently discovered us,”
Jaime added. “Which means they’re probably not from this star system.”“A bit obvious, but a
valid point,” Greg offered.Mara held up a finger as a thought came to her. “They hammered us
when we fought back effectively, which means they’re not used to losing. They expect to come
in, take what they want, and leave.”“Getting warmer,” Greg prompted.“They’re space thugs?”
Anders asked.“If we’re lucky,” Greg said, finally getting them to the point he wanted. “Paul was
right in saying they haven’t hit us very hard yet, despite our casualties. They’re toying with us.
The reason for which I can’t say, but that toying has given us time to get here and hopefully
some more to get us better prepared. Up until now Star Force has had a technological edge in
all of our engagements, now we’re seeing the reverse. We’re playing on the big boys’ playground
and the local bully has just come up and punched us in the face. So what do we do?”“Hit him
back,” Harrison said without hesitation, which drew an imperceptible smile from Paul.“We can’t
find him,” Greg reminded the second generation Archons. “We’re being picked on, made fun of,
and robbed. What can we do?”“Tell the teacher,” San sarcastically offered.“Star Force has been
the teacher,” Morgan corrected him. “Now we’re on our own.”“And we’re the little guy,” Greg
continued, “so we’re going to have to start thinking like one.”“Run away?” Mara asked,
unsure.“Last resort. We need to expand, and there’s no guarantee they won’t follow us back to
Sol. Keep with the bully metaphor. How do you stop one?”“Gang up on him,” Jaime said.“The
only other little guys are the nations, and they’re too weak to matter,” Greg explained. “What
else?”“Duck and cover,” Harrison said, not able to think of anything else. Bullies were trouble
because there wasn’t a sure fire way to deal with them other than growing stronger than they
were and then flattening their nose the next time they came around.“Exactly,” Greg said, no
pleasure evident in his voice.“You’re saying there’s no way to win?” Mara asked, not believing
what she was hearing.“Unlike you, we’ve been faced with the dilemma of how to deal with the
V’kit’no’sat if and when they come back. No matter what strategy we try, in every single
simulation based on even the minimal assault force profiles generated from the pyramid



database we get annihilated. Our only viable course for victory is to stay alive, which is why
we’re developing evacuation protocols for the entire system, subsurface hideaways, pirate
jumppoints…anything we can think of to help us duck and cover when the hammer blow
falls.”“Now, these lizards aren’t the V’kit’no’sat, fortunately, but they still outclass us
technologically. Until we can develop at least a minimally effective sensor array to detect their
approach, all we can do is duck and cover. This is going to be a grinding fight, because we’re not
giving up the system. We may take a lot of casualties, but this is a fight we have to make. All of
the troops we brought with us are volunteers, and anyone that wants out can leave the system
on the jumpships we came in on.”Harrison frowned. “What’s the end goal?”“We learn, we adapt,
we grow stronger, and we keep them busy here so they don’t look towards Earth. Every year that
passes we unlock more of the V’kit’no’sat technical knowledge, so our research curve is going to
dwarf that of the lizards. They’ve got a sizeable edge, but given time it will dwindle, especially if
we start making better use of our current technology as we start learning more about our new
enemy. There’s nothing in the database about them, we checked before we came, so this one is
completely fresh. We don’t know what we’re going up against, and we could very well lose. Is
that something you want to stick around for?”“Dumb question,” San said, sitting up a bit
straighter.“No it’s not,” Morgan differed. “Most of the Archons have never seen real combat.
You’ve lived off of challenges and trials where you get to come back and try again later. This
conflict is going to be for keeps, where even a lucky shot puts an end to 100 years of tedious
training. Is that something you want to risk now, or wait until we get a better idea of what we’re
facing before you jump into the fray?”“We’re already in the fray,” Harrison pointed out. “You guys
just got here.”“We’re used to dealing with unknowns,” Greg said evenly. “The rest of you have
always followed our lead. This is brand new to you. We’re here to take the lead on this one, but
the difference is you’re not following us up a year or two later, you’re dealing with the same
uncertainty as we are, and to be blunt you’re newbs at it.”“Only one way to fix that,” Mara said,
resting her elbows on the table. “I’m not going anywhere.”Greg held up a hand to forestall the
bravado. “Think it over. You’ve got a few days before the jumpships leave. Some of you we are
sending back whether you like it or not. The rest of you, present company all included, will be
allowed to volunteer if you choose.”“If I may say so,” Anders said respectfully, “you sound
scared.”Greg stared him down for a moment. “What part of ‘they’re toying with us’ don’t you
understand?”4May 1, 2262Epsilon Eridani SystemCorneriaHarrison ran through the underbrush
along the creek/river’s edge, busting out into the water and sinking in to the knees in his red
armor. Spinning about he let himself sink down, kicking his legs out to the side while keeping his
plasma rifle above water, then fired as fast as he could at the hoard of lizards chasing
him.Several return shots hit in his general vicinity, generating plumes of vaporized water
shooting up and out like grenades going off, covering Harrison’s helmet, but the nonstick coating
wicked the water away a moment later clearing his vision. He downed six of the aliens before
one of them shot him in the shoulder, which was depressed about two inches below the
waterline that was fluctuating with the steady current. The moisture plume blinded the Archon,



obscuring both his vision and that of the lizards for a moment…then he was gone.Thanks to the
muddy waters Harrison was able to slide downstream unseen, pulling his head up out of the
water more than a minute later. His armor’s internal oxygen supply sustained him so that he
didn’t have to hold his breath, but he still kept a tight control of his breathing out of habit. He was
a fair swimmer, but like their Clan leader his airways always seemed too wide for underwater
ventures, filling up instantly no matter what angle he kept his head at.Harrison caught his foot on
an underwater rock and used the leverage to stop his advance. Feeling the current tugging at his
armor, he flipped over face down and got a knee under his chest before pushing his helmeted
head up into the air. His wide faceplate cleared instantly, but he saw no lizards chasing him. A
quick glance left then right confirmed that he’d escaped the combat zone, leaving Clan Saber’s
colony well back upstream and putting him near the end of the valley it sat in, just ahead of the
intersection of another river, this one twice as large in comparison.As he walked with most of his
body underwater towards shore he saw that he was barely 20 meters away from the outflow into
the larger river, meaning he had traveled further downstream than he had anticipated. The
recent downpour they’d gotten had swollen the waterways and increased the speed of the flow,
causing him to misjudge his position greatly.He pulled himself up on the muddy bank, tipping his
rifle down so as to clear the barrel of water as he ran up through the riverside brush. The sharp
spines and sticks bounced off his armor harmlessly as he punched through into the underside of
the thick forest canopy where little sunlight fell and the underbrush transitioned over into the
bluish moss that seemed to coat most of the planet.Harrison took off at a run back through the
woods and up towards the colony. The lizards had opted to bypass their exterior mining facilities
and hit the main colony directly with what appeared to be hundreds of ground troops. Clan
security was holding positions within the colony while the Archons had flanked the lizards in the
woods, trying to sow as much confusion and damage as possible while the Knights held the
entrances with a vengeance.A skeet zoomed past over his head, obscured by the canopy but
clearly audible. A pair of throaty whines indicated the aerofighter was firing on surface targets,
but Harrison couldn’t see where. Unlike previous engagements, the Clan Saber colony had air
support on site, making it seem all the more unlikely that the lizards would attack here…but they
were, and that worried Harrison more than the waves of the ground troops hammering the outer
defenses.The sound of return fire ahead prompted Harrison to change his direction and climb up
the shallow valley incline at the base. Following the sounds to their approximate location he
came up upon a small bowl-like indentation in the valley just shy of the steeper gradient that
climbed up towards the border-like ridgeline. Inside that bowl were a number of downed trees
obscuring a direct line of sight, but the light streaming down from the breach in the canopy and
the smoke rising up from recent plasma strikes told him there was a kirby here.Flanking around
near to the ridge he came up quietly on the downed trees, seeing the yellow/tan hull of the alien
transport reflecting the sunlight from high above as another flash of plasma dropped down and
impacted the force field covering the ship…then Harrison suddenly realized there wasn’t one
kirby here, there were several backed in under the canopy, having come down in through the



hole and knocking aside what trees they needed to carve out their little landing zone niche.One
of the kirbies drifted in under the sunlight and rose up out of the hole, firing its own plasma
cannons at the strafing skeets then flew off in a hurry, drawing immediate pursuit. Harrison
advanced towards the three kirbies that were still on the ground, running up to cover behind one
of the toppled tree trunks, looking for any troops on the ground or landing zone defenses.He saw
none, then decided to make another run in closer, hopping from one bit of woody debris to
another until he was less than 50 meters away from the closest of the landing craft. That was
when he heard the engines of another kirby approaching, soon to drop in through the opening
and land where the other had just departed from. As soon as it ‘touched down’ it opened its
boarding hatch and little lizards began dropping out in bunches, falling a couple of meters to the
ground before scurrying off towards the colony to join in the fight.“Control, this is Harrison,
copy?”“Copy,” one of the non-Archon Clan staff answered over his helmet comm.“Mark my
position,” he said, activating a tiny beacon in his suit via a set of hidden controls beneath a flap in
his forearm armor. “Enemy landing zone. Four kirbies on the deck, one of which just brought in
fresh troops. I’m heading in pursuit. Consider the LZ open to heavy fire within 60
seconds.”“Coordinates confirmed. Get the hell out of there, Archon.”“Already on my way,”
Harrison said, skirting around the edge of the camp and following the trail of the newly deployed
ground troops. They were fast, but not running at full speed so he was able to make up some
ground on them. About halfway up the valley to the colony he caught the trailing trio and opened
fire, nailing one in the back and a second in the tail, both of which fell to the ground, wriggling in
pain. The third ran on a few more steps before realizing what was happening, then it turned and
fired back as Harrison ran over and across the others, finishing them off with point blank shots
then diving to the side to avoid the green plasma blast coming his way.The Archon rolled across
his shoulders and up into a crouched position, firing back on the lizard with two fast shots, one of
which hit the enemy’s weapon, melting it on contact along with its trigger finger. Harrison jumped
forward and ran up to it, killing it with two shots to the chest, the first of which melted through its
body armor. The second expanded on the damage, blowing apart the thing’s small pair of
hearts.As Harrison jumped over it he noticed more lizards further ahead turning around at the
sounds of battle behind them but he didn’t hesitate. Firing as he ran he charged the lot of them,
spread out as they were, downing one after another while having to go evasive occasionally.
Fortunately for him they were getting stretched out, and in ones and twos they weren’t hard to
take down when he had armor that could absorb a few shots.He nailed two more as he ran up
the trail, realizing that most of them were getting too far ahead of him to catch before they got to
the colony…where they would then be bunched up and far more dangerous to confront, even if
he was coming in at them from behind. He took aim at another that saw him coming and decided
to run ahead instead of fight. He aimed at its back, adjusting for the zigzag the creature was
executing to throw off his targeting, then pulled the trigger…with no plasma forthcoming.He
pulled it again to be sure, then tossed the rifle aside, its ammo gone. Backstepping a few meters,
he grabbed one of the dead lizards’ weapons and took off in pursuit. The trigger assembly barely



held his gloved finger, but fortunately he and the other Archons had gotten in some practice with
the enemy’s weapons that they’d recovered from earlier engagements. The plasma was more
powerful than their own, but the firing rate was slower and the internal magazine only appeared
to carry about 120 shots. With this one coming directly off the ship Harrison assumed it would be
full, but there was no way to tell short of disassembling it on the run and checking the illuminated
internal counter…something he didn’t have time for.Suddenly there was a series of large booms
behind him followed by a blast of air that he felt hit the back of his armor and propel him forward
a few steps, but it didn’t topple him. Without even needing to look he knew the kirbies had just
been targeted from orbit and probably destroyed. He’d expected Control to send skeets after
them, but apparently Paul had kept a warship or two in a nearby orbit just in case.He knew those
couldn’t have been the only landing ships, given the angle the attack was coming from. This was
probably a secondary assault vector designed to hit the south side of the colony while the others
fought on the north. The lizards he’d been running from had been coming in from the northwest
over the ridgeline and descending down the ravine. At that time there had been no reports on
assaults from the southern half of the complex, meaning these were probably new additions that
the other Archons wouldn’t be in position to hit.“Control, any activity on the south
side?”“Negative. Attack vectors from the northwest around to the east.”“Well, we’ve got incoming
south of the creek. I’m trailing them about a kilometer off. Expect an assault at any time.”“Copy…
damn, perimeter sensors just went off,” the man said to someone else before he got the mic
turned off.Running a bit harder Harrison followed the footprints of the lizards left behind in such
numbers as to make a distinctive trail through the mossy forest floor as a large explosion
boomed from ahead, but this wasn’t orbital bombardment. This was explosives and it was
coming from the colony.Harrison only had a moment to think about what might have been hit
when he came across a backguard of lizards, their weapons rising up into firing position before
releasing several plasma blasts that flew over his head as the Archon jumped forward onto his
belly. He fired one equally green lance back in midair, then let himself hit the ground and
stabilize his aim before he fired again.He punched the trigger rapidly, often having it not fire at all
while the internal capacitor recharged. Laying flat on his gut he presented a much smaller
silhouette for the lizards to target, but he was also immobile, which wasn’t a good thing. A
blinding flash of plasma crossed over his right shoulder but Harrison focused only on the four
lizards ahead of him. He took down two of them before taking a hit to his helmet, which then
forced him to roll aside and claw for cover.The top portion of his visor was now distorted, but
most of his vision was still clear. He felt a hot spot on his head but no pain, meaning the plasma
hadn’t eaten all the way through. Back on his feet again he made like a rock and froze, listening
intently trying to figure out which way they were moving. After a long pause he jumped back out
onto the trail and took aim…only to find that they had retreated after the others.“Damn,” he said,
chasing after them. He stooped down to pick up one of the dead alien’s weapons, grasping it
with one hand. It was heavy, but his arms were strong enough to wield the pair of rifles one
handed for a short period of time before fatigue would skew his aim.Another explosion rocked



the muted sounds of battle echoing through the ravine, this one also coming from the direction of
the colony. Whatever was going on up there wasn’t good, and the extra lizards coming in weren’t
going to help matters.Harrison chased off after them but didn’t catch up to any more until he got
to the small clearing around the colony. Barely more than ten meters of forest cut back to allow
for work crews to move along the perimeter, the open air and sunlight displayed in great detail
where one of the explosions had occurred. Further down towards the creek, off to Harrison’s left,
was one of the surface entrances to the colony. He could see several Knights still there, fighting
it out with some of the lizards that appeared to be coming in from the north and crossing over the
creek/river, but much closer to his position there were several trees that showed damage from a
blast on the partially constructed exterior of the colony.A big, gaping hole now led into the
colony, with the lizard footprints heading directly into the breach. They must have used a det
pack to blast into the construction zone…for since this part of the colony was continuing to
expand it had no armor over the exterior, only basic temporary wall plates to keep the weather
out.“Perimeter breach,” Harrison said over the comm and he ran inside after them. “We have
lizards inside the colony, south side.”5As two of his fellow Archons fired their plasma rifles at a
wave of new lizard reinforcements coming out of the forest towards the northeast entrance, Paul
followed a pair of Knights, protected by their overlapped shields and hiding between their
towering bodies, as they charged up and over a small hill that the lizards were congregating in
before circling around and attacking the entrance directly. As they broke over the top edge Paul
could see the inside of the Knights’ shields heating from the plasma hits, then suddenly they
were gone as the Knights parted and left Paul exposed.He sprinted forward into a cluster of the
lizards, kicking one back off his feet and throwing the alien two meters away into another of its
kin as the trailblazer spun around, flinging his large stun sword in an arc and catching three more
lizards in the head or arms. With the charge set high, all three went down on contact then Paul
jumped to the side and forearmed another in the face, not hesitating to take stock of the
situation, but rather moving from one target to the next so fast that they had trouble predicting
where he would go next and lining up a shot to take them down.To make matters worse, the two
giant white Knights were bashing the others with sword, shield, and fist, taking many plasma
strikes to their shields and armor, but covered as they were they were almost impossible to take
down unless you could flank them…and between the two of them they kept each other’s back
covered, making the pair even harder to kill.Given time the lizards could have maybe managed
the takedown with enough numbers and a good strategy, but with Paul jumping to and fro as a
wildcard they didn’t stand a chance. A couple of near misses singed his armor, but beyond that
they couldn’t hit him with so much tree cover available. He used it better than they did,
ambushing them when their backs were turned or catching them on the run…for as many that
were fighting them, even more were simply rushing past trying to get at the entrance using hoard
tactics.This more than anything kept Paul virtually unscathed and he pressed his advantage,
knowing he had to take down as many as possible before they circled around the edge of the hill
and assaulted the entrance. The two Archons and three Knights he had guarding it would soak



up most of them, but hammer them enough and they’d be forced to retreat inside else face
plasma blasts at point blank range. As good as their armor was, it couldn’t stand up to much of
that.Paul wacked another lizard in the face as it ran past so hard that he heard its neck snap,
never mind the stun charge being delivered. He then brought the hilt of the sword forward and
punched another with it before snapping the blade back down on the third as he ran between
them, making himself as much of a moving target as possible all the while staying within a loose
radius around the Knights. If they got separated they would be more vulnerable, and they’d
already lost enough people by now that he didn’t want to risk any more by getting sloppy with his
battle spacing.He tripped another lizard with his booted foot then brought his sword down on top
of its chest, knocking the wind out of it while rendering it unconscious as a large explosion on
the other side of the colony shot a plume of smoke and debris in the air. Paul saw it in his
peripheral vision but couldn’t slow down to take a proper look, knowing that it meant trouble and
that he had enough enemies in front of him right now to deal with.A group of a dozen or so
lizards ran past his position, heading for the Knights a few meters back with one of them taking a
shot at Paul. He saw the rifle being raised at him and flicked his sword out to redirect the blast…
which hit another lizard in the back as Paul stepped forward and downed the shooter with a
quick kick to the chest. Another two steps forward and he jabbed it with his sword as he saw a
backpack wearing lizard slip past him.He punched another with his free hand then ran
backwards, looking for the pack and finding it three lizards ahead of him in the flow. He chased it
around the hill, knocking down all those in his path with either fist or sword and got to it just as he
was entering the entrance kill zone.Paul jumped at it and grabbed it by the shoulders, pulling it to
the ground as blue plasma flashed by, hitting other lizards. As they hit the ground he reached an
arm up around its neck, felt the familiar tension and jerked, killing it before the lizard could find
the detonation button. He’d have to thank Jason for insisting that they implement the training
dummies in all the sanctums so they could practice the unarmed killing blow that his friend had
taught himself after running out of ammo against the Chinese back on Luna two centuries ago.A
gout of green plasma hit Paul in the left calf as he extricated himself from the lizard corpse.
Before he could get to his feet he threw his sword at the shooter, taking it down as the tip hit the
creature in the chest and soaked the stun charge right through its armor. Another lizard fired at
him, missing a half meter to the left as Paul clawed his way to his feet, getting tripped up in the
backpack wearer’s tail momentarily.Before the lizards could shoot him again one of the Knights
from the entrance ran out and implanted his shield in the soft ground in front of Paul, then began
punching the nearby lizards, breaking bones on impact or delivering a stun charge through his
armor’s gloves as all Knights were capable of doing.Paul kicked the tail aside and stood up
behind the shield, pulling his rifle off the clasp on his back and firing on the nearest lizards as he
walked out to where his sword lay. Without a word of thanks he and the Knight both kept on
fighting, the latter of which quickly retrieved his shield and used it as a weapon in its own right,
crushing alien after alien with its narrow, armor-hard edge as he fought his way back towards the
entrance.Paul pushed up to the edge of the hill, taking down six more lizards on the way to bring



himself out of the firing line. As soon as he did the blue plasma fire behind him increased,
mowing down more of the lizards as they swung around the corner, often tripping over the
bodies of their comrades. Paul spied another backpack wearer and took it down with a sword
blow across the knees, not wanting to hit the pack even with stun energy for fear of it going off.
He didn’t know what kind of explosives it contained, but from earlier reports one had vaporized
most of the armor off a Knight, so he knew that him being anywhere close to the point of
detonation would be lethal.Paul hopped over one of the bodies he’d downed earlier and fought
his way upstream, bashing everything that came within range of his sword until he got into a
comfortable position to use as a killing zone. With the pair of Knights behind him, picking up
some of what got by, Paul took the brunt of the attack and broke it up expertly.Juking left and
right, jumping out from behind trees at random, and never staying in the same spot, the Archon
staked out a nice little patch of ground through which the somewhat orderly enemy formation
totally crumbled. Most of the lizards still got by him, but they got to the Knights with gaps in their
spacing and their attention focused back on him, sometimes allowing them to be taken by
surprise. He took some more plasma hits in the process, but he was breaking them up
sufficiently that the guards at the entrance had begun to advance with another Archon coming
up to assist the Knights.
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tom, “A great continuing story. Can’t wait to read book 6. I really like this story. I think it is
amazing “Jyr” can, I hope, keep the story going. My only complaint is that the story is very
complicated and honestly I have gotten lost several times. Although even if you’re lost this book
is worth reading. And I will get better at keeping up with “Jyr” and his story.If you like an
interesting premise and very good writing you’ll love this series.As an addendum please note:As
an aside I went to Aer-ki home site. If you are like me and haven’t checked it out you need to do
so. I’m going to add an addendum to the first review telling anyone that enjoys the story to do so.
All kinds of background information is explained about everything. This includes descriptions of
different races, maps of the galaxy, etc. I’m still checking everything out. In fact I’ve barely started
studying the information available.”

Rex the Cat, “Fun to read though the typos are a bit distracting. I am enjoying this series and
plan to read more of it. I did deduct one star though as it needs a professional editor to go
through it and correct a number of typos and incorrect words That seem to creep in a couple of
times in each chapter and that can be unnecessarily distracting.”

Steve, “Headache. Great story. I feel that there's to much fighting, fluff. The story jumps decades
forward. I feel that I need to keeps a time table. Talk more about figuring out tech a lot less
fighting.”

Dennis, “Good read. Second time reading the series. Still a great read pick up new things each
time. Need to take notes on the timeline to get it set in my head.”

P. Naud, “Star Force story line. I like the storyline about dinosaurs having had a civilisation before
the Human had a civilisation of their own.”

The book by Aer-ki Jyr has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 376 people have provided feedback.
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